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FEATURES
Added Voice message support in chat
A microphone icon allows the user to record voice messages for up to 2 minutes.

While recording, the user can utilize the following options:
• Discard recording - It will discard a voice message.
• Stop recording - It will stop recording. This way, the user can listen to the voice message
before sending or discarding it.
• Send - It will stop the voice message and send it immediately without the chance to
listen to it.

NOTE: Sending text and file messages will be disabled while recording is underway until
the user sends or discards the voice message.
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Playing voice messages is possible within a chat by pressing the play button. The user can
navigate back and forth through a selected voice message by clicking on the waveform.

Added option to transfer chat admin to another
participant
As a group administrator, the user can select a new group administrator.

To change the group chat administrator, the user must navigate to their avatar within the
Group Info screen, select a new administrator from the participant list, and then click the
Transfer button.
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NOTE: If the group chat does not have an administrator, the user can become an administrator
by clicking the Assign myself button next to the No admin assigned label.

Added support to paste files from clipboard directly into
a chat
gloCOM Web supports clipboard functionality for images and files. It means that the clipboard
now can be used for copying/pasting images from the external app (such as image viewer,
browsers, etc.) or copying/pasting images and files from the File Explorer (Finder on macOS)
directly into the chat session. With this at their disposal, users are no longer limited to just
using an image/file picker and drag & drop feature for sending images and files.
While using clipboard functionality for sending images and files, the application creates an
attachment list that includes thumbnails within the selected chat session instead of sending
them immediately after pasting into the chat. If possible, clicking on the thumbnail opens
the file in a separate tab within the browser. Otherwise, the application downloads it to the
computer. This way, users have the opportunity to double-check selected files and images
before sending.

Users can add files to the attachment list while using the clipboard functionality in two ways:
• Using CTRL(Cmd on macOS) + C/V for copying/pasting files or
• Using the mouse right-clicking to copy/paste files.
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Furthermore, hovering over the file inside the attachment list displays a blue circle with the
white dash at the thumbnail’s upper right corner. Clicking on it will discard the file from the
list.
While the attachment list is active and the user selects files using a file picker or drags them
into the chat, they will be attached to the attachment list. Otherwise, the application will
send them immediately.
In addition, while the attachment list is present within the selected chat conversation, the
user can write a text message simultaneously. In that case, the application will send the text
message and then the attached files one by one.
The maximum number of files attached to the attachment list at once is limited to five (5).
When users reach the limit, a pop-up notification will appear with the following message:
Users cannot upload more than five files simultaneously.
The copy operation will take some time for larger images. During this time, the application
will change the cursor type to loading, indicating that the file is being copied.

Added Info option for chat messages
Info allows the user to see the delivery information and the ‘seen’ status of a single message
within a group chat conversation.

Added chat feature flagging support
NOTE: Some chat features can be enabled/disabled depending on the server settings.
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Bug Fixes & Improvements:
1.	 Resizable sidebars and panels.
2.	 Participant list optimizations in the Meeting panel.
3.	 Participant list optimizations in the Conference panel.
4.	 [Firefox/Safari] Fixed scroll position not preserved while loading more messages in the
chat.
5.	 [Safari] Fixed dropzone overlay not showing during drag & drop files in chat.
6.	 Fixed the time picker drop-down menu in the Schedule Meeting tab.
7.	 Fixed multiple toasts which were containing the same content after editing the meeting.
8.	 Fixed ‘G’ letter cut off in user info in conversations.
9.	 Hide the “Call encrypted” label if a call is from another device.
10.	 Hide suspended extensions conversations sidebar while using the search filter.
11.	 Fixed an empty replied message.
12.	 Hide suspended extensions from the forward modal search.
13.	 Hide suspended extensions from the transfer call dialog.
14.	 Fixed several wrong notifications appearing after the deletion of messages.
15.	 Fixed the unread count, which was not cleared after messages were seen.
16.	 Fixed the ringing sound, which did not play when anonymous calls.
17.	 Hide meeting if not available due to GDPR Compliance.
18.	 Quick actions on avatar click inside group chat conversations.
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